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Did you know that we have discovered a new planet inhabited with life? It is now the ninth planet from 

Neptune with a circumference of 52,800 kilometers. Herbal world, or as some are calling it, the land of 

tea, comforts many life forms. 

 

Life 

There are many different life forms in Herbal world. They live in relative harmony except they all have 

different tastes. The Teacup Moose rule the land and are usually found  in their tea houses. They’re 

only one foot tall and come in different tea flavours or as we call them, clans. For example, all mint 

moose have green scarves.  

 

Geography 

Herbal world has four main lands called tea cans.One is hilly, one is flat, one is snowy, and simarmily, 

the other is full of large snowy mountains. The strawberry and mint moose live in the hills and have a 

unique talent with growing sugar cubes, tea bags and lemongrass. The Earlgrey and chai moose live 

in the snow and are the oldest of all the clans. Their talent is with building and construction. Therefore, 

they work really well as a team. Chamomile and black tea moose live in the flat area where they 

manufacture scarves for the other mooses 

and make delicious crumpets. With the plains 

being flat, it makes it much easier. Lastly, the 

rose tea and the green tea moose live in the 

mountains. They harness all the hot rain from 

the kettle moon to give to the rest of the 

clans. 

 

Composition of the planet 

At its core, there is a coffee center that 

generates energy to the world. Following is a chocolate layer 

that converts it. After that, the final layer is milk which has to 

be full cream or the whole planet will be disrupted. This 

makes a delicious ocean mocha. Interestingly, the planet 

consists of 25% land that is split among 4 clans and the rest 

is either the oceans, rivers or lakes that totals 75%. These 

include, shortbread fish, gingernut whales and the great 

scone shark.  

 

Orbit 

Herbal World orbits the sun every 6 months and reaches an average speed of about 24 km per 
minute. furthermore, it is 500 million km away from the sun. This results in four seasons called 
morning tea, lunch tea, afternoon tea and cuppa tea.  Unlike the moose that live in the snowy and 
mountain region, who prefer the cold climate, the other moose love morning tea because it's the 
warmest season. Sugar cubes are planted at lunch tea, they grow during the colder season and then 
get harvested during morning tea. Each season goes for six weeks. Because Herbal world is closest 
to Neptune, during Morning tea, there is a great harvest festival celebrating Neptune where all the 
moose come together and sing the Herbal National Anthem which is titled Never Stop Sipping and 
contains the famous line, flavours unite for unitetea!  
 
Moon  
Did you know that Herbal world also has a moon? The Kettle Moon has a radius of 15, 000 
kilometres. The biggest accomplishment of all the clans was when they sent the first Moose to the 
kettle moon. Her name was Shelby Sugar Bag and she flew the first flying saucer. When she first 
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landed on the moon, her famous first words were “one small step for me, one giant leap for Tea.” 

Additionally, after being on the Kettle for a while, she discovered hot water. Visiting Spout Valley, she 
was amazed to find that volcanoes heated underground springs, making hot water. Opposite to 
Earth’s moon, the Kettle moon has full 
gravity and is very pleasant. Shelby still 
lives there to this day. 
 
Ending  
Overall, Herbal world, its moon and its 
moose are a wonderful part of the 
universe and now that we've discovered 
this, it raises the question (what other 
amazing planets are out there?) Our 
scientists are planning on sending out a 
probe to what we think is a cat planet 
we're calling the Catacomb. Further 
updates will be in shortly. 
We think it will be purrfect. 
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